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ABSTRACT
Hyperparameter tuning is an integral part of deep learning research. Find-
ing hyperparameter values that effectively leverage the strengths of network
architectures and training procedures is crucial to maximizing performance.
However, extensive hyperparameter searches raise concerns about overfitting
to re-used evaluation datasets. In this thesis, we perform a case study of
hyperparameter search methods on SqueezeNet v1.0 with refinements added
to the training procedure. We show that random search allows for improve-
ment over baseline performance in few trials, achieve around a 2% increase
in SqueezeNet accuracy on ImageNet, and provide evidence that contrary
to the common notion of adaptive overfitting, accuracy gains achieved on
a validation set through hyperparameter tuning result in larger gains on a
held-out test set.
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Image classification has become a standard benchmark for deep learning
performance, with one of the most prominent tasks being ImageNet [1]. As
the state-of-the-art has advanced, it has driven innovation in deep CNN
architecture. The introduction of new models such as AlexNet [2], Inception
[3], and ResNet [4] has increased top-1 validation accuracy by over 20%
since ImageNet’s 2012 competition. Scalability researchers have used these
networks to reach state-of-the-art accuracy in minutes [5].
However, this progress cannot be solely attributed to advancements in
network architecture. Novel training procedures have paved the way for
better performance and stability using techniques such as data augmentation
[6], non-traditional loss functions [7], and refined LR schedules [8]. Many of
these techniques introduce new hyperparameters to the search space, making
hyperparameter search methods and practices more important than ever.
In this thesis, we perform and analyze the efficacy of two common search
methods, grid and random search, on a hyperparameter space extended by
techniques not used in the network’s baseline training configuration.
Extensive hyperparameter tuning has raised concerns of adaptive over-
fitting. Since its release in 2012, it has been common practice to report
ImageNet top-1 validation accuracy as a performance metric. The concern is
that as time passes, later models will overfit to this specific validation set due
to successive hyperparameter searches. Recent work has provided evidence
that in general, this notion may be incorrect. By comparing performance
of popular models on the validation set to a newly generated test set called
ImageNetV2, it has been shown that there is a linear relationship with slope
greater than 1 [9]. This indicates that models actually generalize better as
accuracy on the validation set is increased. In this thesis, we perform a
similar study but instead consider whether the gains in validation accuracy
achieved through hyperparameter search on a fixed network result in better
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generalization.
In this thesis, we identify a training configuration for the SqueezeNet v1.0
architecture [10] that improves ImageNet validation accuracy by around 2%
and ImageNetV2 accuracy by 2.25%. We show that a random hyperparam-
eter search realizes these performance gains in a relatively small number of
trials. Finally, we extend the result shown in [9] by demonstrating that for
a given architecture, hyperparameter searches themselves actually increase
model robustness.
In Chapter 2, we discuss the fundamentals of deep learning training, hyper-
parameter search, and our analysis methods. Then in Chapter 3, we replicate
a seminal work relating to random search [11]. Next, Chapter 4 extends the
random search experiments to ImageNet and examines their effect on gen-





2.1 Fundamentals of deep learning training
2.1.1 Primary objective of training
Much of the discussion in this work relies on base concepts relating to neural
network training which will be defined here. The training process throughout
this work consists of the minimization of the network’s loss on the training







In the above equation, x represents a single sample (in this case, a train-
ing sample), and since we are considering only supervised learning it has a
corresponding label y. X(train) represents the entire set of training samples,
and w represents the weights of the network. The per-sample loss function
l(x,w) is computed from the output (prediction) of the network with weights
w, the label y, and in the case that regularization is applied, the weights w
themselves. The per-sample loss function will be discussed in more detail in
Section 2.1.3.
2.1.2 Gradient descent and its variants
Optimization algorithms used in deep learning training are primarily first-
order variants of gradient descent, whose update step can be represented
as follows:
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wt+1 = wt − ηt∇L(wt) (2.2)
As an iterative method, gradient descent requires some initial set of net-
work weights w0. In addition, the learning rate η is written here with a time
dependence, as learning rate annealing will be frequently used throughout
this work. An important thing to note about this update step is that it
requires the computation of the gradient of the loss function over the entire
dataset.
There is both a statistical as well as computational justification for avoiding
this large-scale update, which is achieved using a method called stochastic
gradient descent [12]. Rather than computing the gradient of the loss on
the entire dataset, a sample is chosen at random (akin to sampling from some
infinite natural distribution) and used as an estimate for the true gradient.
Given a random sampling of the dataset at each iteration given by xt, the
update step for SGD is as follows:
wt+1 = wt − ηt∇l(xt, wt) (2.3)
From a computational perspective, evaluating the gradient on a single sam-
ple is much easier than on the dataset as a whole. State-of-the-art datasets
and networks have reached a scale large enough that datasets may not even
fit into memory, let alone device memory when training with a hardware ac-
celerator such as a GPU. In addition, the loss function in standard gradient
descent, shown in Equation (2.2), effectively averages the contributions of
each sample to the overall gradient, which are all computed using the weight
values from the previous iteration. This smoothing operation is replaced in
SGD, whose update step is shown in Equation (2.3), with a noisy update that
more quickly moves through the model’s parameter space. From a statistical
perspective, the noisiness of the weight update helps the optimization avoid
getting trapped in local minima that are present in all non-convex learning
problems [13].
Deep learning problems have reached such a large scale that optimiz-
ing without some form of parallelization is infeasible. Parallel computing
paradigms require workloads that can effectively take advantage of multi-
ple workers, vectorized operators, or SIMD hardware accelerators. Despite
the advantages of SGD, the fact that each iteration of the update step in-
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cludes the gradient of a single sample makes it a difficult algorithm to split
into parallel subproblems [14]. This motivates averaging the gradients for
multiple samples as in the original gradient descent formulation, but instead
including the contribution of between n = 1 and n = |X(train)| samples. This
algorithm, which is widely used in deep learning optimization, is referred to
as minibatch SGD [13]. The update step for a single minibatch B of size
n drawn from the training distribution is as follows:






Because the gradient of the loss is typically independent on a sample-by-
sample basis, the calculation of the update step in Equation (2.4) can be
easily parallelized using vectorized computation, multiple workers, or a com-
bination of the two. A notable counter-example to this independence is net-
works with batch normalization layers [15]. A typical distributed, hardware-
accelerated training workload would involve splitting the dataset into local
minibatches (denoted Bj), sending one to each of the k workers (GPU or
other accelerator) for gradient computation, and all-reducing the result as
follows:








The above update step contains the contribution of a global minibatch of
size kn. Provided the losses are independent on a sample-by-sample basis,
the update step is identical as long as kn is kept constant (e.g. training on
a single GPU k = 1 with minibatch size n = 256 has the same update step
as training on 4 GPUs k = 4 with local minibatch size n = 64).
2.1.3 Inner loop loss function and regularization
This work focuses on two separate but related optimization problems, each
with its own type of loss function.
The first, which we call the inner loop optimization problem, is the min-
imization of the training loss described in Equation (2.1) of a given network
with given hyperparameters. In the case of image classification tasks, the loss
function is typically a combination of a prediction loss and a regularization
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loss.
The prediction loss is a measure of model performance, and as such takes
into account both input samples as well as the weights themselves. The
prediction loss used throughout this work is cross-entropy, which is a measure
of dissimilarity between two probability distributions [7]. However, the final
layer of most CNNs is a fully connected layer with number of units equal
to the number of classes in the learning problem, call it C. To convert the
output activations (sometimes called confidence scores in the final layer) to
a probability distribution, we use the softmax operator. Given an output
activation vector z where zi represents the activation for class i in {1, ... , C}
and denoting q = softmax(z), we can compute the probability qi for each





The choice of using exp (·) ensures that qi > 0,∀i ∈ {1, ... C} and since it
is monotonically increasing, larger activations result in larger output proba-
bility. Combining the above observations with the fact that
∑C
i=1 qi = 1, we
can say that q is a valid probability distribution with values correlated with
the output activations themselves.
Now that we have an output probability distribution q = softmax(z) gen-
erated by our network, we can compare it to the truth distribution. Tra-
ditionally, each image will have a single label y, so we can define a truth
distribution p where pi = 1, i = y and pi = 0, i 6= y. Finally, the predic-
tion loss we will be minimizing in the inner loop optimization problem is the
negative cross-entropy loss:




We call the label vector p defined above the one-hot representation of the
label. In Section 4.3.3, we will see a method that relies heavily on this label
representation and expands it to non-mutually-exclusive image labels.
For many learning tasks, it is common to include a regularization term in
the loss to prevent overfitting. In the case of image classification, the use of
an L2 norm is called weight decay [12]. Given a function f representing
the output of the model and a weight decay scale parameter λ, combining
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the prediction and regularization losses gives a total inner loop loss function
as follows:




2.2 Hyperparameter search problem characterization
Hyperparameter optimization aims to minimize the generalization error,
EX∼GX [L(X;Aλ(X(train)))], over the hyperparameter space Λ. This is re-
ferred to as the outer loop optimization problem, and can be expressed as
follows:
λ∗ = arg min
λ∈Λ
Ex∼GX [L(x;Aλ(X(train)))] (2.9)
An important thing to note is that for any problem in practice, there
is no natural distribution but rather a finite set of samples taken from it
to construct a training, validation, and test set. We should still consider
the existence of a distribution GX however, since in practice any trained
classifier may be used on new data not included in the datasets gathered
for training and evaluation. This raises the question of how to compute
the expectation. The standard technique is cross-validation [16], which is
to approximate the expectation with the mean over a validation set X(valid)
that is drawn i.i.d. from GX . As long as the validation set is not seen by
the learning algorithm during training (and under the i.i.d. assumption),
cross-validation is unbiased. With this in mind, the optimization problem
becomes:













We will refer to Ψ from Equation (2.12) as the hyperparameter response
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function, and we will use a superscript to denote the dataset (e.g., validation
or test) over which we are computing it. Note that Equation (2.12) suggests
evaluating the response function at S trial points in the hyperparameter
space, and simply choosing the one that minimizes the validation error. This
approach is reasonable because we know very little about the behavior of the
response function Ψ, so it cannot be solved in the same manner as more tra-
ditional optimization problems. Thus, the crux of the problem is in choosing
the set of trial points {λ(1), ..., λ(S)}, methods for which will be described in
Section 2.3.
2.3 Comparison of hyperparameter search methods
The first and most straightforward method is a manual search (“grad
student descent”) that is effectively to choose values for hyperparameters
sequentially based on the intuition of the researcher gleaned from prior
experiments. There is essentially no barrier to entry with this method,
although more experienced researchers will tune their model more effectively.
This method also gives some sense of intuition into the hyperparameter
response function Ψ. On the other hand, it is not reproducible or extensible.
Another common and intuitive method is a grid search, in which a grid
of reasonable hyperparameter values is iterated over in brute force. It is an
embarrassingly parallel task, making it simple to implement and feasible
if plentiful resources are available. However, it suffers from the curse of
dimensionality in the number of hyperparameters to optimize over. If each
of the K hyperparameters may take values in a set L(k), then the number of
trials needed in total is S =
∏K
k=1 |L(k)|. While this is the case, grid search
was still the standard until random search and Bayesian models began to be
considered [17].
This brings us to random search. With this method, the value of each
hyperparameter in each trial is drawn uniformly (or uniformly in log
domain) from the same search space as a grid search. One of the most
striking features of random search is its performance in high-dimensional
hyperparameter spaces, especially those with low effective dimensionality.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of grid search and random search performance in the
case of low effective dimensionality. Reprinted from [11] with permission.
Low effective dimensionality is the property that Ψ is more sensitive to
changes in some variables than others. In one dimension, for instance, we
can think of this property as f(x1, x2) ≈ g(x1), where the function f is more
sensitive in changes to x1 than x2. As shown in Figure 2.1, the grid search
does not effectively cover the subspace formed by each dimension as it tests
the same point in that dimension many times.
2.4 Interpreting results of random experiments
2.4.1 Estimating generalization
The standard for evaluating performance of a model found by cross-validation
is to consider the λ(s) that minimizes Ψ(valid)(λ(s)) as optimal, and report
Ψ(test)(λ(s)). However, as discussed in the previous section, the training, val-
idation, and test datasets are finite samples from an assumed natural distri-
bution (extensible by assuming the inference task will be applied in practice
on new data). As such, the test error is not monotonic with the validation
error, i.e., the hyperparameter configuration that minimizes the validation
error may not minimize the test error. We would like to take this uncertainty
in our choice of the “best” model into account so that we not only report
a test error, but have some idea of a variance in that error. Note that this
is not helpful in a practical sense; choosing the minimizer on the validation
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data is still our best chance at minimizing test error. However, this can be
useful as an analysis tool as we will discuss. A procedure for considering this





















Note that this variance is only valid because the loss we are considering in
this case is the error rate which is 0-1 loss, so Bernoulli variance is correct.
In light of the fact that X(valid) is a finite sample of GX , we can view the
test error of the best model in the set {λ(1), ..., λ(S)} as a random variable
z. We model this random variable with a Gaussian mixture model with S
mixture components. The mean and variance of each component are simply
the mean test error and test variance respectively, or µs = Ψ
(test)(λ(s)) and
σ2s = V(test)(λ(s)).
For the weights of each component, we would like some estimate on the
probability that that component actually was the best model trained ac-
cording to validation error. To do so via simulation, we draw hypothetical
validation scores Z(s) from a normal distribution with mean Ψ(valid)(λ(s)) and
variance V(valid)(λ(s)), and assign each component a weight ws equal to the
fraction of simulation iterations where that component’s score was best. A







Z(s) ∼ N (Ψ(valid)(λ(s)),V(valid)(λ(s))) (2.18)
Finally, bringing this all together gives the statistics of the random variable

















This technique ends up averaging together the performance of the “best”
model (the one with lowest validation error) with other models that were
near-optimal, but could have been the best with variation in the dataset.
2.4.2 Random experiment efficiency curves (REECs)
In the Bergstra paper [11], a plot style is introduced to interpret the results
of random experiments. Collecting data for S trials can be interpreted as N
independent experiments of s trials each so long as they are evenly divisible.
An example of a REEC as well as an explanation of its features can be seen
in Figure 2.2.
There are several features to note about the plot in Figure 2.2. First, as
the number of trials per experiment increases, we see the lower bound on
accuracy increase as expected. This is because the poorly performing models
get assigned low weights ws in the GMM model of test error. However, we get
a slight decrease in the accuracy of the best performing experiments. This
is because due to our uncertainty about which trial is best, we are averaging
better validation score trials with slightly worse ones as explained in the
previous section.
The figures produced for this paper follow the same style, with the excep-
tions that the box plot, for convenience, has not been implemented and the
final experiment (N = 1) is plotted as a single data point rather than being
omitted.
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Figure 2.2: An example of a random experiment efficiency curve. At each
horizontal axis position, the S=256 total trials is reinterpreted as N
experiments, each with the size listed on the axis. For instance, at position
128, we see two data points as there are N=2 experiments of size s=128.
The box plot covers lower and upper quartiles with a line at the median.
Whiskers show 1.5x the nearest inter-quartile range, with data points
beyond that plotted as +. Each data point listed follows from the
generalization protocol listed in 3.1. The two black lines mark a 95%







The code used for the experiments in this chapter is available at https://
github.com/bendrabe/bergstra12repro. The training itself is carried out
in {mnist,rot,rectimages}.py. The GMM estimation of generalization is
carried out in analysis/gmm.py. TensorFlow [18] was used for generating
and training the model. MLPython [19] was used for acquiring datasets.
The code was run on an IBM 8335-GTH AC922 server with 4 NVIDIA V100
GPUs. For each experiment, a random search of 64 trials was carried out.
Table 3.1: Hyperparameter search space for Bergstra reproduction
Hyperparameter Space and sampling
Weight init. distribution Uniform on [-1,1] and unit normal





Number of hidden units Drawn geometrically from 18 to 1024
Activation function Sigmoid or tanh
Learning rate Drawn exponentially from 1.0e-3 to 10.0
L2 regularization Drawn exponentially from 3.1e-7 to 3.1e-5
Batch size [20,100]
The hyperparameter space sampled from can be seen in Table 3.1. IN and
OUT correspond to the number of inputs to and outputs from the hidden
layer respectively. Drawn geometrically corresponds to drawing uniformly in
the log domain, exponentiating, then rounding to an integer. Drawn expo-
nentially is the same without rounding. If two methods or options are listed,
they are chosen with equal probability. See the code itself for more details.
Note that the only divergence from the Bergstra paper is the lack of learning
rate annealing.
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3.2 Results and discussion
The three datasets chosen to reproduce from the Bergstra paper [11] were cho-
sen for their widespread familiarity as well as the more interesting statistics
that resulted in their analysis. Each was segmented into a {train, validation,
test} split of size {10000, 2000, 50000} respectively as in the paper. For more
details about the datasets, see [17].
In general, we see results nearly identical to those of the Bergstra paper.
Basic MNIST (results shown in Figure 3.1) reached an accuracy plateau
at around 8 random trials. Grid search produced what appears to be a
nearly optimal classifier in this case. There was very low variance in the
generalization scores and as such, a very tight 95% confidence interval.
The MNIST rotated dataset is the same as base MNIST with a random
rotation applied to each image. The generated REEC is shown in Figure 3.2.
Again we see very neat agreement with the Bergstra results, but this time
we see that an experiment size of 8 trials is enough to surpass the 100 trial
grid search accuracy in both the original and reproduction.
The rectangles images dataset is composed of rectangles of random height,
width, and location with an image patched inside and a background patched
outside the rectangle. The label indicates whether the rectangle has larger
width or height. Experiment results are shown in Figure 3.3. As the ex-
periment size increased, we saw results very similar to those of Bergstra.
However, for small experiments (1 or 2 trials), we had outliers that were not
present in the original. We attribute these outliers to the lack of learning rate
annealing, as the outliers occurred when minibatches were small and learning
rates were high. In these cases, gradient descent carried out massive overcor-
rection with each gradient application. Another possible hyperparameter to
explore with this in mind is SGD with momentum (Nesterov or otherwise)
[20].
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(a) Reproduction by author
(b) Reprinted from [11] with permission
Figure 3.1: Random experiment efficiency curves for MNIST dataset. The
dashed blue line is the best model found in a 100 trial grid search.
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(a) Reproduction by author
(b) Reprinted from [11] with permission
Figure 3.2: Random experiment efficiency curves for MNIST rotated
dataset. Note that in both the reproduction (a) and the original paper (b),
8 random search trials are sufficient to outperform a 100 trial grid search
(dashed blue line).
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(a) Reproduction by author
(b) Reprinted from [11] with permission
Figure 3.3: Random experiment efficiency curves for rectangles images
dataset. Note that in both the reproduction (a) and the original paper (b),




EXPERIMENTS WITH SQUEEZENET V1.0
TRAINED ON IMAGENET
Since the publication of the Bergstra paper in 2012, the field of deep learning
has seen rapid development. Datasets have grown in scale and complexity.
Hardware advances have allowed for deeper networks to be trained on these
datasets in the same time scale. The changing landscape of deep learning
training has introduced new challenges and new methods to overcome them.
This section repeats the grid / random search comparison from the Bergstra
paper with a modern dataset, a non-trivial network, and some recently pub-
lished training heuristics introduced in the hyperparameter search space.
4.1 Dataset - ImageNet and ImageNetV2
The dataset chosen for these experiments is the ImageNet classification task
[1]. It was chosen as it is a standard benchmark in research pertaining to
network architectures [4], [3], [10], training methods [6], [7], [8], and scalable
systems [21], [5]. It is a collection of 1.2 million training images and 50,000
validation images, each belonging to one of 1000 classes.
Due to ImageNet’s original purpose as a competition, the test set was
never released publicly. Note that in this work, the term test set refers to
a set of images withheld from the processes of training and hyperparameter
tuning, only being used to gauge the performance of a fully tuned model.
This presents an issue for the analysis methodology used in the previous
sections.
Recent work [9] has provided an alternate solution. Given the popularity of
ImageNet, the lack of a held-out test set raises concerns about adaptive over-
fitting, or overfitting that comes as a consequence of reusing the same dataset
many times as a performance metric. The concern is that performance gains
seen over time may be specific to the ImageNet validation set due to ex-
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tensive hyperparameter searches, which makes the models dependent on the
validation set itself. In an attempt to test this hypothesis, Recht et al. [9]
have created a separate test dataset called ImageNetV2 following the same
process as the original ImageNet dataset for the purpose of investigating the
generalization of models as the state-of-the-art advanced.
The ImageNetV2 dataset provides a held-out test set we can use for the
method from previous sections. In addition, in the same way that Recht et al.
compared validation and ImageNetV2 accuracy for state-of-the-art models as
they advanced, we can compare the same with our hyperparameter search
trials to see if our methods are actually improving generalization or simply
fitting to the validation set.
4.2 Model - SqueezeNet v1.0
The model chosen for this experiment is SqueezeNet v1.0 [10]. While it
is (and was at the time of publication) far from reaching state-of-the-art
performance, there are a number of advantages that this network provides in
the context of this experiment.
Perhaps the most significant advantage to studying SqueezeNet in this
context is the fact that it is not as prevalent as higher-performing models
(such as ResNet [4]) in literature exploring new training methods. As such,
we have a higher chance of being able to achieve and study performance gains.
Experiments of this type (albeit with less emphasis on hyperparameter search
performance and generalization) are common for state-of-the-art networks
[7], [6].
Another advantage is that due to SqueezeNet’s relative simplicity, it trains
much faster than other models. While training any CNN on ImageNet takes
a significant amount of time, the workload in this experiment is bottlenecked
by I/O, meaning that no network could be trained in less time given the
available hardware. This effect is compounded by the need to run many
trials in the hyperparameter search.
There is one disadvantage that should be noted to the choice of SqueezeNet
in this experiment. One of the training methods examined, mixup [6], has
been shown to yield larger performance gains for models with higher capacity.
SqueezeNet was designed not to maximize performance but to have as few
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parameters as possible. While applying mixup may not lead to as large of
a performance gain in our experiment, it does represent an opportunity to
contribute an edge case to the body of literature on the mixup method.
4.3 Hyperparameters to be tuned
This section describes the hyperparameters of our experiment as well as the
space chosen to search. As with the Bergstra paper, we will be doing a
comparison of grid and random search efficacy over the same space. The
hyperparameter points tested for the grid search are summarized in Table
4.1. The hyperparameter space and draw method are summarized in Table
4.2. A more detailed description of each hyperparameter can be found in the
subsections that follow.
In order to avoid making any assumptions about what a suitable hyperpa-
rameter space would be, the range for each was chosen to go from a power of
two below to a power of two above the original value used in the SqueezeNet
paper [10]. For reference, those baseline values are random crop, no standard
deviation normalization, no mixup, η0 = 0.04, β = 1.0, λ = 0.0002, and no
warmup. Each dimension of the grid search only afforded two possible values
given a total of S = 128 trials, so those the grid search points were manually
chosen.
Table 4.1: Hyperparameter search points for grid search
Hyperparameter Points
Image crop {Random, ResNet}
Std. Dev. Norm. {False, True}
Mixup α ∈ {0, 0.2}
Initial LR (η0) {0.04, 0.07}
LR decay power (β) {0.75, 1.0}
Weight decay (λ) {0.0002, 0.0004}
Warmup epochs {0, 4}
4.3.1 Image crop
The average resolution of an ImageNet sample is 500×400 (×3 for color chan-
nels) [9]. As CNNs typically have a fixed input size, the first stage in image
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Table 4.2: Hyperparameter space and draw method for random search
Hyperparameter Points
Image crop Equal prob. from {Random, ResNet}
Std. Dev. Norm. Equal prob. from {False, True}
Mixup (application) Equal prob. from {False, True}
Mixup (α if applied) Drawn exponentially from [0.1, 0.4]
Initial LR (η0) Drawn exponentially from [0.02, 0.08]
LR decay power (β) Drawn exponentially from [0.5, 2.0]
Weight decay (λ) Drawn exponentially from [0.0001, 0.0004]
Warmup epochs Equal prob. from {0, 4}
preprocessing is usually a resize and/or crop operation. For SqueezeNet, the
input size is 227×227×3 which we refer to as H ×W × C. In this exper-
iment we implemented two different crops for training, while the crop for
validation/testing is kept constant.
The first training crop method, which we call “Random” here or squeeze
in code, is a slight modification of that used in the original SqueezeNet paper.
It consists of two steps, the first of which was not done in the original paper’s
Caffe implementation. First, the image’s shorter side is resized to 256 pixels
while preserving the original aspect ratio. Then, given a resized height Hresize,
an integer offset is drawn uniformly from [0, Hresize − H]. The analogous
operation is done for width. A slice of size H ×W is then taken beginning
at those offsets, producing a random crop of the image.
The second training crop method, which we call “ResNet” here or resnet
in code, is identical to the crop performed in [7]. It consists of cropping
from the original image a rectangular region with area randomly drawn from
[0.08, 1.0] of the original and aspect ratio randomly drawn from [0.75, 1.33].
The image is flipped horizontally with probability 0.5, then resized to the
desired H ×W . Note that the specific values for aspect ratio and area vary
across implementations and literature.
Finally, the crop performed during the evaluation phase (validation / test-
ing) is kept constant, regardless of the crop used in training. It is composed
of an aspect-preserving resize with shorter size going to 256 pixels followed
by a central crop to shape H ×W .
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4.3.2 Image normalization
A common layer in state-of-the-art CNNs is batch normalization [15]. It com-
putes the mean and standard deviation of all images in the batch. It then
normalizes the batch by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation. Finally, it scales and shifts the images by two learnable parame-
ters. This reduces the change in distribution of layer inputs, leading to faster
convergence.
SqueezeNet, however, does not include any batch normalization layers.
While we are keeping the model constant throughout this experiment, an
alternative is to normalize the entire input dataset using aggregate statistics
computed in advance. Subtracting the per-channel means is critical to getting
decent performance with SqueezeNet. Out of 20 training runs using the
same training configuration as the original paper, only 11 converged to non-
negligible (>1%) accuracy. As such, we will perform mean subtraction in all
trials. The tunable hyperparameter in this case is whether or not to divide
by the standard deviation. The per-channel means and standard deviations
used are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: ImageNet per-channel statistics
Red Green Blue
Mean 123.68 116.78 103.94
Standard Deviation 58.39 57.12 57.38
4.3.3 Mixup
Another data augmentation method we included in our experiment is called
mixup [6]. In our random search, mixup is applied to a trial with probability
0.5. When it is applied, there is a tunable hyperparameter α that is used to
control the strength of the augmentation. Given α, we draw a mix weight
γ ∈ [0, 1] from the Beta(α, α) distribution. Then, a new sample (x̄, ȳ) is
formed by a weighted sum of two input samples (xi, yi) and (xj, yj) as follows:
x̄ = γxi + (1− γ)xj (4.1)
ȳ = γyi + (1− γ)yj (4.2)
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Typically, only the new sample is used. However, when given a batch of
images as input, we would prefer to not waste the I/O and computation it
took to fetch and preprocess half the images in the batch. As such, we mix
each image in the batch with the image at the same index if we were to
reverse the batch.
As the Beta(·, ·) distribution is symmetric around 0.5, there is the concern
that some of the images in the batch may be strongly represented in the post-
mixup batch twice. For a simple example, say we had a batch size of 2 and
we drew mix weights of 0.1 and 0.9. This would result in the mixup output
batch being two identical interpolations dominated by the second image in
the input batch. To avoid this, after we draw γ ∼ Beta(α, α), the actual
mix weight we use is γ̄ = max{γ, 1− γ}. This way, each image in the output
batch is dominated by one of the images from the input batch. An example
of pre- and post-mixup samples from the ImageNet dataset can be seen in
Figure 4.1.
4.3.4 LR schedule
Learning rate annealing is essential in training deep networks. While many
new methods have been proposed since the SqueezeNet paper was originally
published, we opted not to deviate from the method used there, polynomial
decay. Given polynomial decay with an initial learning rate η0, decay power








In addition to the hyperparameters η0 and β, we also included the possi-
bility for learning rate warmup. Learning rate warmup is a method primarily
used in large-batch training to induce stability early in the training process
and improve generalization [21]. Research has shown that in order to achieve
similar performance as a baseline training run, the required initial learning
rate scales as some function (usually linear or square root) of the batch size
[5].
We are interested in whether learning rate warmup is useful in training
networks with comparatively small batch sizes. In addition to the possibility
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(a) Pre-mix image 1 (b) Pre-mix image 2
(c) Post-mix image 1 (d) Post-mix image 2
Figure 4.1: An example of two ImageNet images (a),(b) and the two images
that result from applying mixup (c),(d) as described in Section 4.3.3. Note
that as each was generated with an independently drawn mix weight, it is
visible that (c) had an adjusted mix weight γ̄ much closer to 1 than (d).
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of improved generalization, we are also interested in whether warmup would
cause otherwise unstable configurations (such as higher η0) to converge. This
would allow us to explore a larger hyperparameter space. We allow the
possibility for 4 epochs of linear warmup, after which the polynomial schedule
follows.
4.4 Implementation details
The code used to run the experiments in this chapter is hosted at https:
//github.com/bendrabe/squeeze-search. It uses TensorFlow [18] to im-
plement the network and run training. It was run on the HAL system hosted
by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications. More information
is available in the documentation in the code repository.
4.5 Results and discussion
A summary of the experiment results is shown in Table 4.4. The baseline
comes from [9], while for the grid and random searches we list the validation
and test accuracy of the trial in each that achieved the highest validation
accuracy. In general, we see that the introduction of new methods allowed
for around 2% improvement in validation accuracy and 2.25% improvement
in test accuracy.
Table 4.4: Results summary for baseline, grid search, and random search




As discussed in Section 4.1, we do not involve the test set in hyperparame-
ter tuning, only reporting the accuracy for the trained model that performed
best on the validation set. Trained models other than the one that performed
best on the validation set may in general (and did in our study) have higher
test set performance. This is the source of uncertainty taken into account by
the GMM generalization estimation method described in Section 2.4.1. We
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are interested also in the relative efficacy of grid and random search. The
REEC for this experiment is shown in Figure 4.2.
The REEC in this case mimics very closely the characteristics of those
in Chapter 3. As the experiment size grows and more trials are averaged
together, the poorest performing experiments improve in accuracy. We also
see the downward slope on the best performing experiments as the experiment
size grows. For instance, the GMM modeling method results in the final data
point (N = 1 experiment of s = 128 trials) being computed as the weighted
average of 15 trials having non-zero prior weights. The weighted average is
dominated by a single trial with prior weight 0.61, but there are 6 other trials
with weights greater than 0.01.
Unfortunately, the REEC does not tell us much about the relative efficacy
of grid and random search, as both reach a similar maximum performance
after 128 trials. As the grid search has a defined order, neither can we
compare relative time-to-accuracy. However, these results do tell us that
given the potential for improved accuracy (whether by hyperparameter space
chosen or new techniques), the random search realizes this potential in very
few trials. With an experiment size s = 4, a fraction 28
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= 0.875 of the
experiments result in better performance than baseline. By experiment size
s = 16, all of the experiments report test accuracy at least 1% greater than
baseline.
As discussed briefly in Section 4.1, we are also interested in whether the
validation vs. test accuracy for trials in our searches follows the same linear
relationship shown in [9]. However, the models used in their testbed represent
published or otherwise state-of-the-art results, meaning they were trained
with a reasonable (and probably highly optimized) set of hyperparameters.
Outliers in the data are excluded by construction.
In our experiments, however, we are re-purposing the typically discarded
intermediate results of hyperparameter search to examine a related but sep-
arate effect. This difference in methodology is most impactful in the case
of random search, where the hyperparameter space varies by a power of 2
below and above the baseline value, resulting in a small number of relatively
low-performing outlier trials. To address this, we will examine the validation
vs. test relationship both in the case where all trials are considered as well
as the case where outliers are excluded. We define an outlier as a trial where
the validation accuracy falls outside of two standard deviations of the mean
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Figure 4.2: REEC for random search on ImageNet. Numbers above
horizontal axes denote points clipped to provide a more detailed view of the
area of interest. The blue line represents baseline test accuracy. The red
line represents the best grid search trial’s test accuracy.
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validation accuracy for the search being considered. We examine the grid
search results, random search results, and a combined set of both.
The validation / test relationship is shown for our grid search trials in
Figure 4.3. As in [9], there is very good linear agreement with slope slightly
greater than 1. There is only 1 point classified as an outlier, and its exclusion
has near-negligible effect on the linear fit.
(a) acctest = 1.06 · accval − 0.161 (b) acctest = 1.06 · accval − 0.161
Figure 4.3: Accuracy on ImageNet validation set vs. ImageNetV2 test set
for models trained during our grid search, as well as linear fit to those
points. (a) shows all points, while (b) excludes outliers (in this case, 1
point).
As expected, there are more outliers present in our random search trials,
shown in Figure 4.4. The 4 trials that fit this designation all had initial
learning rates below 0.03 compared to a baseline value of 0.04, which is likely
why they converged but had poor performance. With outliers included, the
slope of the linear fit is slightly less than 1. However, with outliers removed
we see strong agreement with the grid search linear fit.
Finally, we also consider the combination of all trials from both searches
in Figure 4.5. The outliers in this case are the same 4 trials noted in the
random search data, and the effect of excluding them is similar to that case.
Considering all the data collected, our linear fit has a slope of 1.05 and an
intercept of -0.155 compared to a slope of 1.11 and an intercept of -0.202 in
[9].
In summary, as with the original paper we see a linear relationship with
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(a) acctest = 0.988 · accval − 0.118 (b) acctest = 1.05 · accval − 0.151
Figure 4.4: Accuracy on ImageNet validation set vs. ImageNetV2 test set
for models trained during our random search, as well as linear fit to those
points. (a) shows all points, while (b) excludes outliers (in this case, 4
points).
slope greater than 1. This provides further evidence that gains in validation
accuracy through hyperparameter search represent generalizable progress,
not merely the result of adaptive overfitting.
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(a) acctest = 1.01 · accval − 0.129 (b) acctest = 1.05 · accval − 0.155
Figure 4.5: Accuracy on ImageNet validation set vs. ImageNetV2 test set
for models trained during both random and grid searches, as well as linear




CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we reviewed, replicated, and extended a seminal work in the
literature on deep learning hyperparameter search. In our SqueezeNet ex-
periments, we identified a training configuration that improves ImageNet
validation accuracy by around 2% and ImageNetV2 test accuracy by 2.25%
using data augmentation and learning rate scheduling methods not used in
the baseline training configuration. We showed that using random search,
performance gains could be realized over the baseline in a relatively small
number of trials. Finally, we demonstrated that performance gains achieved
through hyperparameter search on a fixed network architecture actually im-
prove model robustness, confirming the result shown across differing architec-
tures in [9] and providing evidence that extensive hyperparameter searches
on a fixed validation set may not lead to adaptive overfitting.
There are two major directions for future work. The first is to better
understand the implications of these experimental results. Using techniques
such as automatic relevance determination, we could determine which of
the hyperparameters tuned are most responsible for the performance gains.
Another key question to investigate is why the slope of linear fit between
validation and test scores was less than in [9]. The second direction is to
perform similar experiments on other network architectures, datasets, or even
other learning tasks to try to better understand if these results challenge the
common notion of adaptive overfitting.
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